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Abstract—Sophistication and refinement of technology has led
to the development of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). Video
sensors are actively used in WSNs to increase their event de-
scription power. Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks (WMSNs)
have been deployed in numerous applications e.g. environmental
monitoring, advanced health care delivery, industrial process
control and disaster relief operations. WMSNs have limited
transmission capacity and delivery of multimedia content using
single path routing introduces large delays. This has motivated
the research community to develop multi-path routing schemes
that efficiently transmit multimedia content while maintaining
delay constraints. Most of these approaches require each sensor
nodes to have information of their geographic co-ordinates, along
with co-ordinates of their neighbors and destination. In this paper
we present a novel disjoint multi-path routing scheme that does
not require any information of geographical coordinates. This
scheme explores energy efficient, minimum hop delay disjointed
paths between video sensor and base-station to support multiple
routes. Performance evaluation of the our proposed scheme is
performed in various network environments. It is observed that
our scheme surpasses simple disjoint multi-path schemes and
results in considerable energy saving in all network deployment
models under consideration.

Index Terms—Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks, Geo-
graphical routing, Disjoint multi-paths, Video Sensor Networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Research in the field of wireless sensor networks (WSNs)

has led to development of small sensor nodes, which have

sensing, data manipulation and wireless transmission capabili-

ties. Networks of these interconnected low cost, low power and

resource constrained sensor nodes have replaced conventional

devices in a wide range of applications e.g. environmental

monitoring, advanced health care delivery, industrial process

control and disaster relief operations [1], [2]. Most of these

applications have low bandwidth requirement and are delay

tolerant.

Recent advancement of technology has enabled the avail-

ability of inexpensive hardware such as CMOS cameras.

Sensor nodes equipped with these cameras are used in WSNs

for enhancing their event description power. This has nur-

tured the development of wireless multimedia sensor networks

(WMSNs), which have the ability to transmit video and

audio content, still images and scalar data. Transmission of

multimedia content over bandwidth and energy constrained

sensor nodes has brought many challenges [3]. Due to the

limited transmission capacity of sensor nodes single path

routing cannot ensure in time delivery to audio and video

content. To cope up with the high data generation rate in

WMSNs efficient multi-path routing is required. However,

all path found by multi-path routing algorithms may not be

suitable for transmission, because paths must satisfy some

end to end transmission delay constraints imposed by the

application.

These inherent issues in WMSNs paradigm have brought

emphasis of the research community toward development of

multi-path routing schemes [4], [5], which can be used to

increase the effective data rate. Most of the existing multi-

path routing schemes are position based [6], [7], [8] and

at least require each sensor node to know its geographical

co-ordinate, co-ordinates of all its neighbors and the base-

station. In practical applications the position of the nodes is not

predetermined, which allows arbitrary deployment of nodes in

certain scenarios e.g. battle field surveillance, disaster relief

operations and environmental monitoring.

Use of location based multi-path routing schemes in ran-

domly deployed networks introduces many complications such

as gathering of co-ordinate information, which requires use

of global positioning systems (GPS) and beaconing of this

information to neighbors which incurs large transmission

cost. Moreover, sustainment and management of routing paths

becomes computationally expensive and increases energy con-

sumption. For these reasons, position based routing schemes

are not suitable for battery powered and resource constrained

sensor nodes.

In this paper we present a novel disjoint multi-path routing

algorithm which does not require any coordinate information.

The algorithm constructs multiple disjointed paths between

video sensor node (VSN) and base station (database center),

which satisfy certain end to end transmission delay constraint

and are also energy efficient. The network under consideration

is heterogeneous, in which video sensor node and base-station

are more resourceful in terms of computational power and

data rate. There are a large number of scalar sensor nodes

deployed between video sensor node and base-station which

relay their sensory data e.g. temperature, humidity, brightness

and also route multimedia content to base station. Performance

evaluation of our proposed algorithm is performed in various

deployment scenarios. Our algorithm outperforms simple dis-

joint multi-path schemes and results in considerable energy
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saving.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II gives

highlight of the related work. Section III gives description of

system architecture. Algorithm for formation of multiple paths

is explained in Section IV. Simulation and results are presented

in Section V. In the end, we conclude in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Chen et al. [6] have proposed a directional geographical

routing (DGR) scheme that constructs multiple dis-jointed

paths between video sensor node (VSN) and base-station.

These dis-jointed paths are capable to supporting parallel

transmissions. The algorithm selects number of parallel paths

based on application demand. The DGR algorithm spreads

the paths equally around the source and sink nodes using

position information of nodes. Two-Phase geographic Greedy

Forwarding (TPGF) [9] routing algorithm allows multiple

transmissions in the network using shortest routing paths. The

first phase explores the possible routing paths in network and

second phase is responsible for selection of routing path that

minimize the hop delays. MMSPEED [5] adopts geographic

routing approach that uses position information of nodes to

perform greedy routing, without any requirement of global

information.

A Probabilistic Geographic Routing approach is proposed

in [10]. This algorithm performs packet forwarding locally in

a probabilistic manner. This approach ensures that each node

is updated with changes in its neighborhood. Forwarding of

packets is performed by choosing suitable next hop neighbors

from all the candidate nodes. Each candidate node has a

probability of selection that is proportional to its residual

energy and link reliability.

Maimour et al. [11] proposed an incremental on-demand

reactive multi-path routing protocol. They adopt a routing

approach that constructs routing tables at sensor nodes. These

routing tables record and maintain different paths to the sink.

The table fields include the path identifier, next hop node on

that path and an associated measure of path quality.

III. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Our system model contains a base station (BS), video

sensor node (VSN) and large number of scalar sensors. The

network under consideration is heterogeneous in nature. The

base-station is the main access point from where queries are

generated and data is gathered. It has more computational

power, larger memory, higher data rate and infinite energy i.e.

we have considered it to be a personal computer. Video sensor

node is also more resourceful than scalar sensor nodes, it is

equipped with on board camera, processor, transceiver with

higher data rate and more battery power to support continuous

transmission.

In this heterogeneous network, sensor queries generated

from the main control can support two modes in the network.

One mode is the scalar sensing mode in which periodic trans-

mission of sensory data, e.g. temperature, humidity, brightness

is done after pre-defined intervals. The other mode is the
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Fig. 1. Network architecture for video retrieval.

video retrieval mode in which on-demand transmission of

multimedia content is done. Our focus is on developing

an efficient multi-path routing scheme for video retrieval

mode. In the initialization phase of our scheme, through a

combination of broadcasting and unicasting of association

messages, multiple minimum hop and energy efficient paths

are constructed between base-station and video sensor node.

In our architecture the flow of the multimedia content from the

video sensor node to base-station is in parallel disjoint streams

as shown in Figure 1.

A. Modes of operation
The sensors nodes within this network can have one of

following modes:

• Sensing mode: This mode is active when a query is

generated from the base-station to sense the physical

environment, e.g. temperature, humidity and brightness

of a particular area and generate data accordingly.

• Forwarding mode: This mode is activated when the node

is acting as a router and is forwarding packets containing

multimedia content from video sensor node to base-

station.

• Sleep mode: The node exhibits this mode, when it does

not need to sense the physical environment and is not

forwarding packets between video sensor node to base-

station. So it can turn off its sensing and transmitting

circuits and go in sleeping mode, to conserve energy.

IV. DISJOINT MULTI-PATH CONSTRUCTION

METHODOLOGY

The algorithm is divided into two phases. In first phase

the network is initialized and hop distance of each node from

base-station is computed.

A. Node Discovery Phase
In the initial phase of algorithm, a set of nodes S(n) is

created where,

S(n) = {S1, S2, ..., SN}. (1)
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Each node in the set S(n) has a property of hopCount associ-

ated with it. The hopCounts are defined as

hopCounts = {hopCount1, hopCount2, ..., hopCountN}.
(2)

The node discovery process starts from the base-station. The

base-station broadcasts association request for other nodes to

join it. The broadcasted messages also contain the transmitting

node’s hop distance from base-station, i.e. hopCount=0, in

this case. Each sensor node ‘Si’ which has base-station in its

sensing radius rs, sends back an acknowledgment and updates

its hopCount property. This is given by

hopCounti := hopCountBS + 1 if ‖Si −BS‖ ≤ rs. (3)

So, all the nodes in the coverage area of base-station are

assigned the same hopCount value, indicating that all of them

are at the same hop distance from base-station. Each node

that has been discovered repeats the same process as base-

station, i.e. broadcasting association request containing its

hopCount value, to discover its next hop neighbors. Every

node ‘Sj’ that receives this message and is still undiscovered

(hopCountj == 0) sends back an acknowledgment and

updates its hopCount property. This is given by

hopCountj := hopCounti + 1

if ‖Sj − Si‖ ≤ rs ∧ hopCountj = 0. (4)

Ultimately, all nodes will converge towards video sensor

node and this will complete the discovery phase. After the

completion of this phase all nodes will contain their hop

distance from base-station in their hopCount field. Entire phase

is shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Node Discovery Steps

1: for Node ∈ Nodes do
2: if distance(BaseStation, Node) ≤ rs then
3: hopCountNode ← 1

4: else
5: hopCountNode ← 0

6: end if
7: end for
8: for Node ∈ Nodes such that hopCountNode �= 0 do
9: for neighborNode ∈ Nodes do

10: if distance(neighborNode, Node) ≤ rs and
hopCountneighborNode = 0 then

11: hopCountneighborNode ← hopCountNode + 1
12: end if
13: end for
14: end for

B. Path Formation Phase

After the completion of initial phase, i.e. all hop distances

have been computed, second phase starts. Each node in the

set S(n) has another property of pathId associated with it. It

specifies the path in which that particular nodes is used. The

pathIds are defined as

pathIds = {pathId1, pathId2, ..., pathIdN}. (5)

The path formation process starts from the video sensor node

(VSN). The VSN unicasts path association request to other

nodes in its coverage area. These messages also contain a

unique identifier that specifies the path identification number

for each path. Each sensor node ‘Si’ which has VSN in its

sensing radius rs, sends back an acknowledgment and updates

its pathId property. This is given by

pathIdi := pathIdmessage if ‖Si − V SN‖ ≤ rs. (6)

Algorithm 2 Path Formation Steps

1: pathNum ← 0
2: hopV al ← hopCountV SN − 1
3: for Node ∈ Nodes do
4: if distance(Node, videoSensorNode) ≤ rs then
5: pathNum ← pathNum+ 1
6: pathIdNode ← pathNum
7: end if
8: end for
9: while pathNum �= 0 do

10: Node ← Nodes such that pathIdNode = pathNum
11: while hopV al �= 0 do
12: for neighborNode ∈ Nodes such that

hopCountneighborNode = hopV al − 1 do
13: if distance(neighborNode, Node) =

Distancemin and pathIdneighborNode = 0
then

14: pathIdneighborNode ← pathIdNode

15: end if
16: end for
17: hopV al ← hopV al − 1
18: Node ← Nodes such that pathIdNode =

pathNum and hopCount = hopV al
19: end while
20: pathNum ← pathNum− 1
21: end while

Each sensor node ‘Si’ that has been assigned path identifier

broadcasts request for reply to its neighbors. All sensor nodes

‘Sj’ that receiver this message and have not been assigned

path identifier (pathIdj == 0) reply back to transmitter

node. Then transmitter node estimates its distance from nodes

‘Sj’. The metric for distance estimation is application specific

and depends on the capabilities of the nodes, e.g. received

signal strength indicator (RSSI), round trip time, etc. Based

on this estimation it unicasts a path association request to the

nearest node. The nearest node updates its pathId property and

acknowledges back. This is given by

pathIdj := pathIdi

if ‖Sj − Si‖ = Distancemin ∧ pathIdj = 0. (7)
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In similar fashion, every node finds its next hop neighbor

and ultimately all paths converge towards base station. This

concludes the path formation phase and now all the nodes

that have the same pathId value constitute a path. This phase

is shown in Algorithm 2.

The algorithm explores every possible minimum hop dis-

jointed (non-overlapping) path between base-station and video

sensor node. Minimum hop delay is ensured by considering

all undiscovered nodes in the coverage area of a node as next

hop neighbors in node discover phase. It also optimizes these

paths with respect to energy by selecting the nearest node from

the set of nodes from which base-station can be reached with

same hop delay.

V. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

For simulation purposes we have used MATLAB. The pro-

posed algorithm was simulated in various network scenarios

and compared with an existing scheme.

A. Sensor Deployment Model

The nodes are scattered in non-deterministic manner in two

dimensional space. In real applications, e.g. battle field surveil-

lance, disaster relief operations and environmental monitoring

the sensors are dropped from a helicopter or an unmanned

aerial vehicle. Apart from widely accepted Uniform distribu-

tion, [12] has modeled the placement of air dropped sensors as

two dimensional Gaussian distribution and [13] has listed some

strategies that can be used to drop sensors (such as controlling

the height from which nodes are dropped, using some devices

to eject the sensors) to control the standard deviation. We

consider the fact that due to large number of sensors being

deployed in wireless sensor networks, we have to take sample

from a large distribution set. The central limit theorem (CLT)

justifies the approximation of large-sample statistics to the

normal (Gaussian) distribution.

In two dimensional Gaussian deployment, the two dimen-

sions x and y are independent and follow Gaussian distribu-

tion. The combined probability density function is given by

[13]

f(x, y) = f(x)× f(y) =
1

2πσxσy
e
−(

(x−xi)
2

2σ2
x

+
(y−yi)

2

2σ2
y

)
, (8)

where xi and yi are the means, σx and σy are the standard

deviations of x and y dimensions respectively.

For simulation purposes we considered three deployment

models.

• Two dimensional Uniform distribution.

• Two dimensional Gaussian(σx = σy) distribution.

• Two dimensional Gaussian(σx �= σy) distribution.

The base-station and video sensor are at extreme ends of the

network and large number of scalar nodes deployed between

them. In Figure 2 some of the explored paths, represented by

dotted lines are shown for uniformly deployed network of 100

nodes and dimensions 100m×100m. In Figure 3 comparison of

number of paths explored for Uniform deployment, Gaussian
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Fig. 2. Some explored paths for two dimensional Uniform deployment.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of number of paths explored in 100m×100m Network,
for Uniform Deployment, Gaussian Deployment(σx = σy = 20) and Gaussian
Deployment(σx = 20 and σy = 10).

deployment(σx = σy = 20) and Gaussian deployment(σx =

20 and σy = 10) in a network of dimensions 100m×100m is

shown. Each device has a sensing radius rs = 40m. It is evident

from the figure that in Gaussian deployment larger number

of paths are explored paths. This is due to the fact that in

Gaussian deployment probability of node being deployed near

the center of network, i.e. (50, 50) in this case, is greater which

results in decreasing the deviation of nodes from shortest line

joining base-station and video sensor node, shown by solid

line in Figure 2. This decrease in deviation tends to increase

the number of minimum hop paths between base-station and

video sensor node. Moreover, it can also be seen that by further

decrease in this deviation (σy) number of paths get increased.
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B. Energy Consumption Model

The energy model we have used [14] only considers the

energy consumed in wireless transmissions and receptions. It

is based on the the fact that energy consumed by sensing and

processing circuits in sensor nodes is negligible as compared

to its wireless radio.

If a message of ‘x’ bits is transmitted to a node at distance

‘r’, then the radio module will consume a energy ETx, which

is given by

ETx(x, r) = EElec × x+ Eamp × x× r2. (9)

When the receiver node receives this packet it spends energy

ERx, which is given by

ERx(x) = EElec × x, (10)

where EElec (Joule/bit) is the energy cost for energizing the

transmitter or receiver circuitry and Eamp (Joule/bit/m−2) is

the energy consumed in the amplifier circuit to transmit at a

distance ‘r’. The radio energy consumption model is shown is

Figure 4. In our energy calculations the network is deployed

in 100m×100m space. Each device has a sensing radius rs
= 40m. EElec is taken as 50 nJoule/bit and Eamp is 150

pJoule/bit/m2.

We assume 200 packets of 128 bytes each, are transmitted

from video sensor node to base-station. The packets are evenly

distributed between all paths. It can be seen in Figure 5 that

in Gaussian deployments the total energy consumed for trans-

mission of 200 packets is higher. This is due to the fact that in

these deployments more paths are constructed. So these extra

paths tend to have higher energy cost because in their path

formation phase nearest next hop neighbors were preoccupied

by other paths. However, it is observed that by decreasing

the deviation (σy) of nodes from shortest line joining base-

station and video sensor node, energy consumption tends to

decrease. As the number of nodes are increased there is a

slight variation in energy consumption, although the number

of paths also increase but because more nodes are available

for path formation so these paths remain optimized.
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To prove the effectiveness of our proposed approach we

compared it with another disjoint multi-path construction

mechanism discussed in [15]. In this approach the sink node

decides its next hop neighbor by using an empirical measure of

link delay. This process is continued at each node by locally

selecting the best next hop neighbor along the direction to

the source. The total energy consumption for transmission of

200 packets was calculated by varying EElec from 25 to 100

nJoule/bit for our proposed scheme and a simple disjoint multi-

path scheme [15]. It can be seen in Figure 6 that for the same

delays our proposed approach results in considerable energy

saving for all deployment models under consideration. This

can be attributed to the fact that we are also performing energy

optimization of paths by estimating and choosing nearest next
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hop neighbors for path construction.

VI. CONCLUSION

We demonstrate that multi-path routing with energy efficient

and minimum hop delay paths can be achieved without any

co-ordinate information. We explore and evaluate a novel

disjoint multi-path scheme that shows considerable promise.

This results in reducing the system complexity by eliminating

GPS devices which are required with each node to gather

co-ordinate information. Moreover, the energy costs associ-

ated with acquisition of co-ordinate information and complex

computations for the sustainment and management of routing

paths are also eliminated. Our algorithm outperforms simple

disjoint multi-path schemes and has considerable advantage in

terms of energy saving for all sensor deployment models under

consideration. Link reliability and failure detection has not

been addressed in this paper and further work can be extended

on it.
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